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The battle is going to be in the yard.
Florida's short-handed defense — and a
repeat of last week's key fumble — has
the offense concerned. "It's not really the
defensive line's problem," quarterback
Drew Lock said. "It's a concern to me.
We need to block better and the
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linebackers have got to get off blocks."
Lock's appreciation of the issue is shared
by coach Dan Mullen. He admits the
main focus is on a cleaner pocket at the
line. "The pocket and the timing of the
play have got to get better. The screen
game is going to help us," Mullen said.
"We're not going to be a one-dimensional
offense. We want to be able to do all
three phases. The screen game will help
that." There's another key element to the
screen game: The running back. Florida
has turned to Ian Bunting and Matt Jones
as his replacements. If the line doesn't
get better, the screen pass is going to
get difficult to execute. Mullen and
offensive coordinator Steve Mullendore
are prepared for that. "It's pretty
important because I think you have to
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have a little bit of a guy over the center
to hold up," Mullen said. "It's got to be a
pretty big ball carrier that can take off
like those guys." More:With Doug Martin
at receiver, Lamar Miller at running back
expected to lead Florida's offense
More:Will Grier's first year as starting QB
be the
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using system random-number
generators. You can then choose a
typical sequence to hear and develop
from, or you can program your own
sequences. MIDIQ also features a
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wideÂ .Q: Detecting Console Output in
Express 4 I would like to make a central
queue/log of program output, but in
express4 (with nodejs and ejs). I
currently have a function hooked up to a
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route, that simply forwards the output to
a log (via console.log), and outputs that
to the end user. I would like to
consolidate it all in a single location. How
would I go about doing this? A: if you
don't want to install any modules: var fs
= require('fs'); var stream =
require('stream'); var ServerStream =
stream.Writable({ write: function(chunk,
encoding, done) {
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